Attract Hotter Gay Guys with the Secrets & Science of Sexual Body
Language. A Guide To Gay Dating

From The Host Of HBOS The Sex
Inspectors The Body Language Guide That
Will Help You Meet & Attract Guys That
Turn You On.Learn which gestures,
postures and expressions attract the kind of
gay men you want to connect withall based
on peer-reviewed studies done by leading
psychologists
in
non-verbal
communication. Heres a sample of what
youll learn:1. The best way to approach
him if hes not glancing back at you.This
includes which angle to approach him
(NEVER head on) and the way you should
smile when you approach him (there are 2
aspects of a smile that create warm,
positive feelings in men).2. How to get him
to look in your eyes once you start a
conversation.If you dont get him to look in
your eyes QUICKLY, OFTEN, and
CONSISTENTLY hes going to fall into the
Friends Zone faster than you can say, I
drink too much. This section details the
Align/Direct/Reinforce method of making
it happen.3. Use your hands to create a
visual pathway.Studies using hidden
cameras show that romantically interested
men unconsciously use their hands to
create a gaze path to their eyes. Learn how
to do it on Page 13.4. Magnetic ways of
introducing yourself.First, NEVER do it in
the first few minutes of a conversation (this
section explains why). It includes a
detailed
explanation
of
the
best
rapport-creating handshake and a simple
technique that communication researchers
discovered
that
SIGNIFICANTLY
magnifies the positive impressions of your
handshake.5. How to use your body to
build rapport.This section explains the
magic mirror effect and gives you priceless
tips on how to achieve it (theres a courtship
phenomenon observed by researchers that
says men are flattered and feel closer to
you if you imitate theyre gestures, postures,
movements and sightlines. Other Male
Body Language Tips Youll Learn: The way
you shake hands The way you lean in to
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somebody (or away) The angle that you
talk to people The direction you approach
guys you want to meet The way you look
at guys youre interested in The way you
use your body to catch their eyeThe
Golden Rule Of Gay Dating:
Be
ApproachableDont be the guy who doesnt
get approached because youre sending go
away signals. Heres a peek at some of the
ideas you can put to work tonight
* The
5 signals to send if you want to make it
easy for guys to approach you
* The
one piece of clothing men ALWAYS
notice and how to make it work for you
* How to open your Territory Line to
make yourself more appealing * The 10
critical mistakes most people make when
theyre at a gay bar or party
* Why you
need to hold your palms UP when you talk
Not Meeting The Type Of Guys You
Like? Frustrated You Always Have To
Make The First Move? Fed Up With
Feeling Invisible At Bars & Parties?Look
In The Mirror.Your Body Language Is All
Wrong.Heres The Fix.
Download It
Today. Use It Tonight.
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